




Introduction
There’s A Revolution Growing
Chances are this isn’t your first introduction to house concerts. They seem to be everywhere lately.
Artists all across the country are using house concerts to generate revenue, make new fans and
strengthen relationships with their existing fans.
In fact, you probably know someone who’s played a house concert or maybe you’ve done one
yourself. But if you ask the average person on the street what a house concert is, most have no
idea. They see music as a public-space-only performance and don’t know they can bring the fun to
their home.
The concept of playing music in someone’s home has been around since gypsies played in wagons.
But in our ever-fracturing society we have built a wall between musicians and fans. Most
Americans (and citizens of the world) think musicians only play at festivals, bars or concert halls.
But there’s a revolution growing among independent musicians; they’re taking the music back to the
people - right where it belongs.
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Chapter 1

Introducing
House Concerts

There’s a whole list of great reasons to offer house concerts. Don’t
miss out on all the benefits they offer.



The Basics
A house concert is an invitation-only performance in someone’s home. Although the host may
collect money to help pay for the show, the goal of the show is not for the host to make money; it’s
to make fun! In broad terms, house concerts are:
 

held on a Friday, Saturday or Sunday
held in the afternoon or evening
held in the host’s living room, family room, backyard or garage
about 90 minutes long (2 sets with a break)
attended by 20-60 people
accompanied by food and beverage
sometimes paid for by guest donations of $10-$25
invitation-only as invited by the host
intimate
a great way to make new fans/friends
unplugged or with minimal amplification
awesome fun for musicians and fans alike!

Another way to define a house concert is a networking event your fans are holding to introduce you
and your music to their friends. They’re helping to introduce your music to a whole new audience
you might not have had access to before. They’re giving you the opportunity to get up in front of a
hand-picked group of their friends and show off your best musical performance.
In the marketing world nothing holds more weight than a personal recommendation. It’s the best
way to sell anything. Your house concert host is giving you the ultimate recommendation in front of
a group of highly targeted potential fans!
No doubt you’ve heard birds of a feather flock together. In music we could change that to fans of
a band hang together. In other words, friends of your fans are likely to have a lot in common.
Therefore, they are highly likely to be your fans too! Sweet, eh?

Say Goodbye to the Bar Scene
The first time you perform a house concert can be a little intimidating. They’re definitely not like
most shows you’ve played before. And that’s a good thing!
Just like the name implies, house concerts are CONCERTS. They’re not a party with you
performing as background noise. The audience is there to see and hear YOU. And they are close…
VERY close. This is why most artists love house concerts. They get to experience a connection
with the audience and the fans they just can’t get in any other setting.
If you’ve been an artist for any length of time you’ve probably performed at a bar or an outdoor
festival. Did you feel like the center of attention? Or was the audience shouting over your music to
hold their own conversations? When the show was over were they lining up to buy ALL of your
CDs? Were they even sober enough to line up?
Too often bar patrons see musicians as background music. They’re there to hang with their friends,



drink some alcohol and have a good time. For the most part they’re not there to see you.
Consequently, your music is underappreciated and quickly forgotten. But a house concert is
different.

Yes, people are at a house concert to have a good time. And they might even indulge in some
alcohol, but they came EXPECTING to see a show. It’s the whole purpose for their attendance. It’s
unlikely they will spend the whole night shouting over your music or wandering around the room.
They’re there to see you!
As a result, you will sell more CDs and get a larger fee than at most bar and club gigs. In fact, if
you do your job well, people will connect with you at a house concert like at no other venue.
They’ll be excited to buy your music and they’ll be on their way to becoming a fan for life. But it
gets better!
One of the best reasons to embrace house concerts, unlike a bar or club, is once you book the show
it is the host’s responsibility to get the people there. By making one sale, you can ensure 25-60
people at your show. You don’t need to sell 47 individual tickets!
Not only is the pressure off you to fill the venue, but you also get to leverage the power of your
host’s network. They invite their friends, not your fans. It’s an entirely new set of people you’ve
never had the chance to play in front of before. What a great way to build a fan base in a new area!
As exciting as a house concert is for musicians, it’s even more exciting for fans. They get to host a
real rock star in their home. They get to ask questions, take pictures and have access the ‘normal’
fan can’t get. It’s the ultimate meet & greet ! And an experience they won’t stop talking about.
At a house concert you’ll create new fans, turn casual fans into super-fans and turn super-fans into
life-long friends. And when they all go back to work on Monday, you’re going to get some amazing
word-of-mouth marketing for you and your music. That’s the power of the connection available to
you through house concerts! It’s going to far surpass any connections you’ve made in a bar!

The Magic Revealed
Back in the 1950s, Tupperware had their own version of house concerts. Remember Tupperware?
They’re the line of plastic kitchen storage containers your Grandma used. A big part of
Tupperware’s marketing strategy was to have their local reps hold Tupperware Parties. In fact,
your Grandma has probably been to one or two.



Why did Tupperware, one of the world’s largest home products companies, care about 20 ladies
getting together in a living room in Boise, Idaho? Because they understood the psychology of
people and what caused women to buy. And, more importantly, because it worked to sell their
product.
Tupperware parties and house concerts might not sound like they have much in common, but they
share four very important elements: unfamiliar prospects, personal recommendation, demonstration
and peer pressure. Let’s look at how Tupperware used Tupperware Parties to sell their products.
First of all, women were invited by their friends and neighbors to the Tupperware Party. Many of
the women had no knowledge of Tupperware. If they had previous knowledge of Tupperware most
hadn’t taken the time to explore Tupperware’s product lines. They were busy living their lives, not
out exploring kitchen storage containers.
Secondly, the implication was that their friend (the host) endorsed Tupperware and the products
displayed there. Next, at the party they were able to sample the products while the host told them
how great they were to use. And lastly, the host (their friend) knew whether or not they bought
anything that evening. The host gave them such a lovely evening they couldn’t possibly look cheap
and not purchase something, right?
Do you see how you can take advantage of these same emotions and human behaviors to profit
from house concerts?
The host will invite all their friends, family and neighbors. Many of whom will have never heard
of you. A common question they will ask your house concert host…”Who is she?” Of course they
will say “She is awesome! You haven’t heard of her? You’re going to be blown away!” Not only
have they just recommended you to their friend, they have blatantly promoted you! Score!
The next step is up to you. At the show, you have the chance to demonstrate your product. It’s up to
you to prove their friend is right - you and your music are the greatest thing ever. If you can engage
the audience and justify your fan’s faith in you then you are building some strong bonds.
Lastly, as you meet and talk with the audience after the show you have the chance to offer your CDs
and other merchandise for sale. In such a small intimate space, people know that you know they
didn’t buy your CD. It adds a little extra pressure for them to purchase. It might sound unpleasant,
but it’s human psychology working in your favor.

Another Reason (as if these weren’t enough)
House concerts give you direct access to your fans and potential fans. In the one-on-one



environment of a house concert you really get to know what makes your fans tick. By observing
and asking probing questions you can gain a lot of valuable market research to use later.
As a songwriter/performer you can get a feel for what types of songs fans might purchase from you
in the future. You can also find out more about your ‘typical’ fan. You get to be in a home to see
what traits they have in common. Are all your fans dog people? Cat people? Do they live in
similar homes? Do they all drive a Toyota Prius? The more you know about your fans, the easier it
is for you to find new, similar fans.

STOP - Don’t Read Any More!

By this point you should be getting the idea house concerts aren’t for everyone. If the following
statements could be said about you, then you should stop reading this book and look for other ways
to spread your music.
 

You don’t like meeting new people.
Your musical chops aren’t up to snuff and you need to hide behind a wall of distortion.
You’re painfully shy and can’t interact with fans in a one-on-one setting.
You aren’t a decent, likeable human being who can connect with new fans.

If you think any of these apply to you, it’s okay. House concerts aren’t meant for everyone. Stop
reading this book now and simply email us for a full refund.

customer_service@onlyskyartist.com

mailto:customer_service%40onlyskyartist.com?subject=House%20Concert%20Guide%20Refund


Chapter 2

Rehearsing
the Show

If you’re ready to dig into house concerts, it’s time to get your skills
up to speed. Practice makes perfect!



Mom’s Still Your Biggest Fan
Just like anything new, it’s usually best to start out by practicing. And there’s no better place to
practice than at Mom’s house. Just like the days of playing scales in your bedroom it’s time to head
home and practice your house concert chops.
Gather your friends and family together for a dry-run house concert on a Saturday evening. Have
someone take a bunch of photos. Later, when it’s time for you to start promoting your shows, you
can’t have enough! Get photos of you playing, photos of the crowd watching you play and photos of
you interacting with people during and after the show.
Even if you’ve played a lot of bars and cafes don’t skip this step. Seriously, a house concert is
different. There really is no place to hide. All the reasons that make a house concert great – people
paying attention to you, the audience being so close, etc – also make a house concert slightly
unnerving. You need to practice putting on a show before you head out to your fans’ homes and
play for money.
Your fans deserve an amazing show. So make sure you develop a set list, get used to running your
own soundboard in a small space and practice setting up and breaking down your gear. But most
importantly, you need to rehearse the stories that string your songs together during your show.
Stories are key.

Tell Me a Story
The appeal of a house concert for fans is the chance to get to know you more deeply than just a
‘normal’ fan. Your hardcore fans want to know what makes you tick and what it’s like to live the
rock’n’roll lifestyle. And for the new people in the audience who are being introduced to you for
the first time, they want to know the basics like who you are and what you’ve done musically.

But everyone is looking for some point of connection. They’re desperately searching for things
they have in common with you. So the more you talk and tell stories, the better the chance they’ll
find the connection that makes them a fan.
If you’re looking for story inspiration, head on over to YouTube and type in VH1 Storytellers and
VH1 Behind The Music. Your fans have seen numerous episodes of both of these shows. It’s what



they expect to see from you in a house concert setting.
As a matter of fact, this whole concept of connection goes far beyond house concerts. It’s really
why anyone becomes your fan. Whether they find you on YouTube, your website or on the radio,
people just want to be able to identify with you. So give them plenty of stories to connect with.
What seems boring and old-hat to you might just be their favorite story of the evening.

The Technical Stuff
Another important thing you need to practice is using your gear. Depending on the show, you may
be able to get away with no gear at all – just you and a guitar. But if you have twenty people or
more, you probably need a small powered speaker and mixing board.

If the house concert has a larger audience, you may need multiple powered speakers. If you don’t
own the equipment you need for these larger shows, you can build the cost of renting the equipment
into your fee. Or you can work with the host to supply their own equipment. If you do ask the host
to supply the PA be sure you are very specific when communicating your requirements.
But for your typical smaller show, select gear that is small and simple. You don’t want to lug
around giant powered speakers you’ll never turn up past ‘one’ or a 16 channel mixer for you and a
guitar.
Practice setting up and tearing down your gear. Make a checklist of all the gear you need to take
with you. Playing a show in a person’s home means you are on your own for equipment. If you
forget your microphone cable or banjo capo, unlike a club or venue, chances are no one has an
extra one to lend you. So be thorough when packing your equipment. Make a checklist you can run
through before leaving for each show.



Chapter 3

Planning for
Accommodations

Make a plan for where you’re going to stay and how you’re going to
travel. Be safe!



To Stay or Not to Stay
It’s not unusual for musicians to ask for a place to stay as part of their house concert payment. Let’s
face it, when you’re on the road, food and lodging can be a big expense. Including a room as part
of your fee is a great way to keep expenses low.
Staying as someone’s guest is also a cool way to really get to know your fans. On the down side,
you might learn more than you wanted! But chances are, if they follow your career and enjoy your
music, you probably have a lot of other things in common as well. That’s why this is really a
matter of personal preference.
Some artists love staying with their fans and see it as a way to meet new people, while other
artists would never dream of putting themselves out there like that. If you’re thinking about staying
with someone, it’s not a bad idea to check them out online first.
If you elect not to stay with your hosts, keep in mind you’ll need to find a friend to crash with
nearby or budget some cash for hotels.
A Note On Safety
There is nothing more valuable than your own personal safety. While reports of musicians being beaten or robbed while performing a
house concert are non-existent, you don’t want to be the first. Use common sense anytime you are in a new environment. Here are
some tips to keep in mind.
 

1. It’s ALWAYS okay to leave if you feel uncomfortable or if your radar goes off for any reason. Better safe than sorry.

2. Never rely on someone else to get you to or from a gig. You don’t want to be waiting 30 minutes for a taxi to pick you up from
the raging drunk guy’s porch.

3. Bring a friend or fellow musician to every gig. It’s comforting to know someone has your back.

4. Do a quick background check on your host. Look at their Twitter and Facebook timelines for obvious red flags. If anything
makes the hair on the back of your neck stand up – get a hotel.

And They Went Out Two By Two
Performing a house concert by yourself can be a herculean task. There’s so much to do during a
three hour period. Trying to do it all could lead to doing it all poorly. When you’re trying to win
new fans, letting your performance suffer is the last thing you want. You need to focus on your
music.
Plan to bring a buddy, band mate or significant other along to each show. Having an extra set of
hands comes in really handy and lets you as the artist focus on the mingling and entertaining.



Some of the tasks your sidekick can help you with are: set up and tear down, selling merchandise,
signing fans up for your email list, taking photos, and dealing with all the logistical issues.
The most important thing your friend can do is be your enforcer. As an artist, it’s your job to
spread fun and good times. You want folks to have a positive memory of you after the show. If you
need to enforce rules or time limits then you’re not being fun and they may remember you in a bad
way.
Let your sidekick be the heavy. They can say things like, “Hey artist, we really need to get going”
to which you can reply “Aw, do we need to? I’m having so much fun. Sorry, guys, I guess I’ve got
to leave.” It’s a great way to set some boundaries without you having to personally enforce them.
If you can’t get someone to go to the show with you then you might ask the house concert host to
help you with some of these tasks. More than likely they’ll be excited to help and live the life of a
roadie!
They can help you with set up and tear down and sign their friends up for your email list.
However, they probably won’t be a good choice to enforce rules. Likely they will be the one
breaking them! lol
Having your fans sell your merchandise can actually be a positive. After all, they probably know
you and your music better than anyone else at the show. They’ll be seen as a trusted source without
an agenda so they can make recommendations and suggestions about your merchandise. In fact, they
can probably sell merch better than you’re able to yourself.



Chapter 4

Setting Your Price

Before you can start booking, set a pricing structure for your shows.
How much you charge might depend on experience and your
confidence in selling yourself.



The ‘Typical’ Price
House concert pricing varies greatly, but most musicians are using $10-25 per person as a guide.
It’s a reasonable amount and one most fans can get their friends to pay for quality entertainment.
Assuming your house concerts are about 30 attendees, then you might set your pricing between
$300 and $750.
Here’s where having a clear understanding of your business model and how house concerts fit in
that model is really valuable. If house concerts are going to be your primary revenue stream, then
how you price them is vastly different than using house concerts to break into a new market.

In the former you’re more concerned about the here and now, the immediate income. In the latter
example you’re more concerned about getting butts in seats. If you price your house concerts at
$1000 each, you’re not going to sell as many as if you priced them at $200 each. You might make
more guaranteed money per show, but you’re not going to get as many new potential fans to the
shows.
If you have a strong catalog of merchandise to offer for sale you may be able to offer your shows
for less money and make up your revenue on merch sales. It’s another variable to toss in the mix
when making a pricing decision.
Any of these outcomes is fine. It all depends on YOUR goal.

The Free Approach
If you are new to house concerts you might just be looking to test the waters and get some
experience. Maybe you don’t have the confidence to charge for a show. In this case, playing for
merchandise sales and new fans might be enough to make you happy. Especially if you’re staying
close to home and won’t be paying much for gas or lodging.
That’s certainly a viable strategy, but one word of warning about the free approach. You can only
do it once. Your merchandise sales might be strong the first time you play someone’s house. But
when you come back to the same home next year, your sales will drop significantly because
everyone bought your stuff the first time. Your sales could remain strong if the host can get a
completely new group of friends to attend or if you can create an entirely new selection of merch.
So if you’re going to offer free house concerts make sure you set expectations for the next time you
come around. If you want to charge more in the future it’s going to be tough because your fans have
assigned the initial price (See Setting the Hook on the next page) as the value of a house concert.
Changing their perception without some hurt feelings is going to be difficult.



Skip the Risk

There are two ways to approach setting your price with your potential hosts; per person or
guaranteed. Per person is pretty much like playing for the door. You get the $10 or $25 from each
audience member that attends the show. Guaranteed means you get your set price no matter how
many people are at the show.
Go for guaranteed. Period. You don’t want to arrive at a show only to find 14 people when the host
told you they would have 36. Let the host take the risk of getting their friends to show up. Don’t
worry; your fans understand it costs you the same amount of time and gas to get to their home
whether they have 8 people or 80.
You can use examples when communicating with your fans to help them see how reasonable your
pricing is. “It’s $600. That’s only $20 a person if you get 30 friends to come over!” It’s great to
break pricing down into bite-sized pieces when selling, but you don’t want to be paid that way. So
set a price and stick with it. The number of people you play for is irrelevant.
You may be thinking, “But what if they get 120 people there; then I’ve left money on the table.”
First of all – good problem - more merch sales for you! Secondly – it won’t happen. Most people
don’t know 100 plus people well enough to get them to their home all on the same night to see an
artist they probably aren’t familiar with. Again, set a price and stick with it.
Setting the Hook
You’re familiar with a musical hook, right? It’s that infectious melody that gets stuck in your brain and you just can’t get rid of it no
matter how hard you try. Like that damn Brady Bunch song! Sorry…

Anyway, there’s a marketing equivalent known as The Hook Price. The hook price is the price (value) you associate with an item.
Fifteen years ago you expected to pay $16.99 for a CD at Tower Records. That was the hook price for a CD. Apple came along and
reset everyone’s hook price and now people value a song at 99 cents. $1.29 if you’re lucky.

Well, the same thing will happen with your concert pricing. If you offer to perform house concerts for free (or any price for that
matter) it will be very hard for you to raise the price later. You’ve set the hook. Your fans value your house concerts at the first price
you give them.

Be very careful about undervaluing your performances, if you plan to ask the same fans to host another show at their home next
year. There could be some hurt feelings, and even anger, if you raise your price from $0 to $500.
If you plan on testing the waters with free or low-priced shows to start, then tell fans you charge $500 but you’re giving the first 20
shows away to some very lucky fans. Or, tell them it’s normally $500 but you’re willing to do it for $250 if they can get at least 40
friends there.

Whatever the reason, just be creative and let fans feel special for getting you at a discount. Oh, and remember to reinforce the hook
price in all your communications with them. You don’t want them to forget what your price really is.

Get It in Writing



Every show needs a contract, and house concerts are no exception. However, it doesn’t need to be
a 53 page, epic long-form. The most important points can be contained in a few pages. But just the
act of having a contract changes the feel of the process for your potential host.
Introducing a contract signals to the fan “Hey, this is my profession. I’m not just coming to your
house for fun. I’m here as a professional musician who is working to make a living for myself and
my family.” -an important message to send to your host. They need to know you take your
performance seriously and so should they. The contract is part legality and part marketing.
Beyond the obvious who, what, where, when, why and how your contract should also include two
important points. First, ask for and receive a deposit and second, ask to be named an ‘additional
insured’.
Ask for and receive a non-refundable deposit when your host books the show. This will give them
a little skin in the game and make it harder for them to back out at the 11th hour. A deposit won’t
cover your lost revenue for the night; its real purpose is to keep the host from cancelling.
It’s not unusual for a house concert host to be riding a high when they sign the initial agreement and
book their show. But reality sets in as they get closer to the date. They develop buyers’ remorse.
They find out it’s not easy to throw a party for 52 people. Heck, they can’t even get 5 people to
return their phone call.
Rather than face the embarrassment of an empty living room, they cancel the show, leaving you out
in the cold. Having some money tied up in the beginning makes it harder for them to cancel. But
beyond that it makes them think it through before signing on the dotted line. Asking for a deposit
may cause you to book fewer shows, but you’ll suffer less disappointment in the end.
Twenty-five to fifty percent up front is a reasonable deposit. The more you get up front, the more
likely the show will go on.
The other important element to have in your contract is to ask to be named as an additional insured
on the host’s homeowner’s insurance policy. This will ensure the host has homeowner’s insurance
and is covered if an incident with a guest should occur in their home.

When you are named an additional insured, the insurance company sends directly to you a copy of
the homeowner’s insurance coverage. The amount of their coverage and the effective dates of their
policy are listed. If the homeowner were to cancel their insurance you would also receive a notice
in the mail letting you know.



An additional insured is better than just asking for proof of insurance for two reasons. One,
Photoshop is awesome and just about anybody can forge an insurance certificate in less than five
minutes. Two, just because they have insurance today doesn’t mean it will still be in force when
you perform.
Asking to be an additional insured is a small inconvenience for your fan. A simple five minute
phone call to their insurance agent is all it should take to set up. But it’s another way for you to
express your professionalism and cover yourself if an accident should happen during your
performance.

Author Disclaimer
This is not a book on how to write a contract. And no one around here is a lawyer, or even
pretends to be a lawyer. So it’s best to consult a real honest-to-God card carrying member of the
BAR before you send your contract to anyone.
We are perfectly aware that a large majority of people reading this book won’t take this advice.
You’re going to find a website and cut-and-paste a contract together you just found on someone
else’s bookings page. (Secret: they commandeered it from another website three years ago.)
But here’s the good news, contracts aren’t worth the paper they’re written on. The truth is, if your
host doesn’t want to pay you for whatever reason, they won’t. And unless you have the means to
take them to court, they never will. Even if you do have the means it probably isn’t worth the time
or money to collect the $500 they owe you.
So the best method to keep from getting ripped off is to under-promise and over-deliver. For good
measure, mix in a flood of honest communication. It’s time and money well spent. But you should
still have a contract just in case something crazy happens and you get sued for far more than your
fee.
One more time – USE A CONTRACT.



Chapter 5

Planning Your Tour

The best way to promote house concerts it to treat them just like any
other tour. Put as much time, energy and excitement into promoting
and booking as you would a stadium tour.



Map It Out

Start planning your tour by narrowing down a geographic area to perform. This might be a
continent, a country, a state or even just a large metropolitan area like New York or Chicago. The
less travel you build into your tour the more efficient your tour will be and the more money you can
put in your pocket.
Open up your map software of choice (Google anyone?) and start plotting out your ideal course.
Starting from your home base, select cities within a day’s drive of each other. Start to link these
cities together in a loop until you find your way back home.
Don’t worry about how large the cities are. With house concerts you don’t need to have a large fan
base or population in the city you’re playing. It only takes one fan willing to host a show to get
things started. So keep an open mind when picking your route.

It’s a Date
Once you have a loop drawn out, put some dates to those dropped pins and you have the
beginnings of a tour. Plan a few months in advance. At this point you’re just trying to create a goal.
It’s going to take time to get all those dates and cities turned into actual booked shows. And once
they are booked, your hosts want a good amount of time to plan for their show and get their friends
on board.
You might think it’s a bit premature to put dates to your tour at this time. However, it’s going to
make it easier to book your shows in the long run. Selling something real and tangible is easier
than selling a possibility. By giving your potential hosts an actual day and time you will be in their
city, it’s going to make their decision process easier. And it’s going to force you to work a little
harder to fill all the dates.
Will it all work out exactly as you had planned? Heck no!! But you need to start somewhere and
trying to build a tour around your fans and their schedules is going to be frustrating and inefficient.
Start with your plan and modify from there. Not the other way around.



As a fan, which of these statements sound solid and therefore easier to make a decision about? 1)
I’d love to do a show at your house when I’m in the area on June 15th. 2) I’d love to do a show at
your house. When are you available? One of these statements says I’m a professional and I have a
plan to succeed. The other one says I don’t have anything going on right now.
People are more equipped to make decisions on simple yes/no questions. Giving someone endless
options makes it overwhelming and it’s just easier to say no. In the example, if they can’t host a
house concert on June 15th, but still really want you to perform at their home, they’ll respond with
an alternate date. They won’t just say no.



Chapter 6

Finding
Your Hosts

Once you have a plan for your tour, it’s time to start contacting your
fans and getting some dates booked!



Aim for the Target

Hosting a house concert is hard work. You’re asking your fans to become concert promoters and
that’s probably something they’ve never done before. Sure, they’ve hosted a party, but this is a
party on steroids!
It’s going to take a special person to invite you into their home and organize a large gathering in
your honor. Just like any other marketing, you need to start by targeting your message to the right
group. Not all of your fans will hold a house concert. What sets a house concert host apart? What
do house concert hosts have in common and how can you target your marketing at this group?

They’re So Vain
The most common reason a fan wants to host a concert is good old-fashioned vanity. They want to
be able to show off to their friends by hosting a star in their home. Their friends will be impressed
and/or jealous. Either way the host gets an ego stroke.
If your host’s friends have never heard of you or your music, then your host is hoping you impress
their friends and they can be seen as the trendsetter. They get to feel good for introducing you.
They’re hoping to hear things like – “Wow, he really is good!” or “How did you get her to come to
your house?!!”
When they hear comments like these they get to feel special. And if you acknowledge their help
during your show they get to be even more special! Bonus point for you!

They Really, Really Like Me



The other common reason fans hold a house concert for you is because they genuinely care about
you and your music. They want to help you out by giving you a platform to spread your music. They
can’t get you signed to a major label or help you play The House of Blues, but they want to do
what they can.
Most often the fans holding house concerts are doing it for a mixture of both reasons. After all, they
wouldn’t do it solely for your benefit. There must be something in it for them. Even if it’s just your
gratitude.
Actually, to your super-fans, your gratitude is a priceless gift. They desperately want to be part of
the team. They identify with you and see your music as part of their identity. Pretty heavy stuff, eh?
But it’s true.
These are the emotions you are selling when booking house concerts. It’s up to you to find the fans
within your fan base who exhibit these emotions. They are your target audience.
Again, you’re not selling music – you’re selling access, an experience.

Promoting to your Super-Fans
Now that you have a good idea of what you’re truly selling and who you’re selling it to, it’s time to
start promoting. If you’ve been at music awhile you should already have a good idea of specific
people in your world who fit this profile.
Start your promotion by reaching out one-on-one to your super-fans. The method isn’t important.
Facebook, email or text messaging all work. It’s what you say that’s important.
Write a personalized message to each of these known super-fans. Hopefully you know what city
each fan is in so you can offer them specific dates to fit your tour schedule. If you do it right, your
known super-fans will build the core of your tour.
A Clever Social Media Strategy
Have you ever been on Facebook or Twitter when a fan asks “When are you coming to My City?” or says “Can’t wait for you to
come to My City!” Now is your chance to let them in on your house concerts.
Direct message them back (remember you want it to be special and not offered to everyone) and say something like “I don’t have
any shows coming up in your area but I can play a private show for you! I can be there on September 23rd.”

They didn’t see that coming! They will have simultaneous feelings of excitement and fear.

When they ask follow-up questions or show some interest, send them The Ultimate Guide To Hosting A House Concert.
It’s a great way to get your foot in the door and start a conversation about house concerts!

Reaching Out to the Masses
After contacting your known super-fans, it’s time to reach out to your general fans-at-large and



create some new super-fans! Start by reaching out to your email list.
Send a broadcast email to your list looking for someone who lives in your remaining cities. Don’t
ask if people want a house concert. The average music fan on the street doesn’t even know what
that means. Instead, ask if they want to spend a private evening with you. Use the emotions
identified early in this chapter; vanity, gratitude and feeling special, to explain the concept of your
house concerts.
Also, use plenty of visuals. Here’s where some of those photos you took at your practice house
concert could really come in handy. Use them on Instagram, Pinterest and Facebook to make your
posts stand out. Just about any social media post engages better with a photo. Putting them in
emails also paints a picture for potential guests that words can’t.

Keep It Fun
Keep the vibe of your emails and social media posts positive and fun. House concerts are all about
selling the experience and what it’s going to feel like for your guests to put on the ultimate party in
their home! That’s some exciting stuff! So try to capture that feeling in all your house concert
marketing. Remember what you’re selling – an experience!



Chapter 7

Communicating
With Your Hosts

Performing house concerts isn’t like anything you’ve done before. Not
only from an artistic viewpoint, but from the business side as well.
You’re entering the customer service business.



Communication Breakdown
A HUGE part of customer service is communication. Nothing ruins a fan’s experience faster than
your poor communication. Understand they have a lot riding on this house concert. Not only will it
cost them a lot of money, but if things don’t go well, they’ll be embarrassed in front of all their
friends. Not cool.
For your fans, the house concert experience starts the moment they see the first email or Facebook
post promoting your house concert tour. Their experience isn’t limited to the three or four hours
you’re at their home.

So how you conduct yourself over the coming months determines how they’ll view their total
house concert experience. Poor communication most likely results in never asking you back or
speaking poorly about the experience with their friends. Neither of which you want to happen.
While the image of the flighty artist might be funny or cute, it’s not good for business. Your fan is
hard at work trying to gather 25 or more people in their home. They need to know you are taking
this gig as seriously as they are. If you take four days to respond to their urgent email, they get
nervous and question their decision. This bad habit leads to cancelled shows and a disappointing
tour.
While club owners and concert promoters might be used to dealing with non-responsive artists,
your average fan is not. The question in their mind is “Is she really going to show up?” And the
obvious/easy answer for them is to cancel the show now rather than be embarrassed later.

Delegate the Details
If you don’t think you can focus on booking these shows it might be a good idea to get help.
Another reason you might want help is the question of money. It’s one thing to be your own agent
when dealing with venues, but it gets a little uncomfortable when talking money with your fans.
They want to deal with the fun and entertaining-you not the business-you. It’s best to maintain the
illusion by enlisting some help with your bookings.
If you don’t have a significant other or friend who can handle these communications for you,
consider enlisting the help of your fans. There might be one or two who are willing to help you
handle the tedious back and forth details of booking a house concert. And the best part? You won’t
need to be the ‘bad guy’ and ask for money directly from fans.

Be Supportive
More than likely, your potential house concert host has never held a show before. It’s your job to
support them however you can. Whether it’s over-communicating or just supplying all the needed
materials (The Ultimate Guide to Hosting a House Concert, contract, promo pictures, etc.).



Anything you can do to help them have the best show possible is not only great for them, but it also
shows up in your profits.
The more help you give them, the more people attend their show, the more merch sales for you and
the more you grow your fan base. In customer service, you’ve got to give to receive. It’s one big
happy circle!



Chapter 8

Getting on
With the Show

You’ve put in all the hard work and now the day of the show has
arrived! Here are some tips to make your show go smoother.



Arriving - Gate 37
It’s best to get to the home BEFORE all the guests arrive. Get there, get settled and get your
equipment set up and your sound check completed early.
People attending a house concert are expecting as close to a concert experience as you can give
them. Arriving only minutes before you perform is not very professional in their eyes. They’re
used to seeing large national acts perform. That’s the standard they’ll use to measure your concert.

Eric Clapton doesn’t wait until the audience is all there and watching to roll in and start setting up.
You won’t see him struggle to get his mixer running or watch him string his guitar. Why? Because
none of this builds the excitement of the crowd. None of this adds to his ‘rock legend’ image.
Same goes for you. People don’t remember just the performance part of your house concert. They
remember the entire experience. If you stroll in ten minutes early and they watch you set up, or
worse yet, help you set up, then they won’t see you on the same level as professional shows
they’re used to attending. You’re not a ‘rock god’ if you’re carrying in your amp. You have just
spoiled the illusion and lowered your value in their eyes.

Set One or Set Two
Many musicians try to skimp on the house concert experience by only playing for thirty or forty-
five minutes. Don’t. House concerts are still concerts. The only difference is the venue they are
performed in. So from a performance length standpoint, treat them the same as any other concert.
Perform your full two sets with an encore. If you normally only do one long set, then do that. Give
your fans the full regular show.

Remember the Story



In a house concert setting, you have the audience’s full attention. As much as they want to hear your
music, they also want to know more about you. After all, that’s what a house concert is for them,
special access. Give them that access by sharing some personal stories.
Connect with the audience by weaving in the stories you developed during your practice concert.
Talk about how you got into music, what music means to you or your life on the road. Fans really
like to hear about your lifestyle - what it’s like to live the life of a musician. Remember, you’re
living the life they only dream about.
Keep the stories positive. Although the starving, traveling musician might sound romantic, no one
wants to back a losing team. Talk about your successes or near successes. Talk about funny stories
from your travels or the story of how you met the host. Leave out the parts about the broken van or
the missed rent payment.
The connections you create during the show pay off later when it comes time to sell merchandise.
People are more willing to give you money if they feel like they know you and like you. To them it
becomes supporting a friend.
Your stories make a connection that lasts a lifetime. Humans are ingrained with storytelling. It’s
how we’ve communicated for millennium - long before the written word or electric guitars. Your
new fans will remember your stories long after they’ve forgotten your melodies.
Price for Success
A house concert is not the place to be shy about your merchandise pricing. You’ve just played a killer show in a VERY intimate
space. You’ve connected with the audience and you’re taking the time to chat with every one of them and pose for pictures.

All this leads to a large amount of built up goodwill. You’re invoking the power of reciprocity, which states – if you do something for
me, I feel obligated to do something for you. In this case, you gave a great show, signed autographs and posed for pictures. The only
option for them to reciprocate is to buy your merchandise. So don’t give it away!
Your full-length CDs should be priced for no less than $15 and your t-shirts should be no less than $20. Especially if your audience is
over 40. This age group is used to paying higher prices for music. They remember life before iTunes.

Sell the Soap
Just like any other show, you want to take some time to promote yourself. Let the audience know
you have CDs and other merchandise available for sale. Tell them you’ll be signing everything they
buy and posing for photos with them.
Offer a special deal for friends of your host. “Because you’re all friends of [SUPER-FAN] I’m
giving you my fourth CD if you buy the first three.” Or “Because you’re friends of [SUPER-FAN]



I’m giving away a wristband if you buy both CDs.” Having little incentives like these raises the
value of your average sale and allows you to walk out with more money in your pocket.
Whatever you do, make sure you talk about the merchandise you brought with you and how they
can get their very own. People don’t ask a lot of questions about your merch. They don’t want to
appear silly for asking or taking up your time. Answer their questions in advance and make it easy
for them to buy.

Get’em on Da List

There’s no easier venue to collect email addresses than at a house concert. Here you’re talking to
most of the audience one-on-one at some point during the evening. It’s a great time to ask them to
sign up for your list.
Don’t just toss a clipboard on a table and expect people to sign up for your list. In a small house
concert setting you have the ability to talk to each attendee. They can’t ignore the signup sheet if
you ask them personally.
However, they still need a reason to sign up. So come up with one. Don’t just say sign up for my
newsletter. Instead say, “Get a free download if you sign up”, or “I share weekly updates of life on
the road.” Give them a reason to be excited about staying connected with you by sharing their
email address.

Make a Real Connection
The real power of house concerts is to make a deeper connection than you can in any other venue.
You’ll create evangelists for your music - people who carry the torch for you and your music. And
you’ll make life-long friendships with your fans that pay off in ways you never expected.
So don’t be afraid to get in there and get dirty.
Fan Attractor Cards



Fan Attractor Cards are a great way to get new or casual fans on your email list. The cards contain a website address and an offer.
At your website, fans can download a digital copy of your song (or some other perk) in exchange for their email address. The cards
can be any shape or size and should contain some catchy artwork to attract some attention.

Just like any other marketing piece, the cards should have only one call to action. In other words, there is only one thing you want
fans to do after they look at your card. You want them to go to your Fan Attractor Page and signup for your email list! That’s it.
In addition to your website address you might include a QR code of the address to help fans easily find your website offer. It’s a
convenient way for them to navigate to your Fan Attractor Page while on the go. Like at a house concert.

Your Fan Attractor Page is different than your website. When people land here the only option they have is to sign up for your email
list. The page is void of any other options. This way they can’t be distracted by your videos or streaming audio. Your Fan Attractor
Page only gives them one action to take.

Once they have entered their information they are emailed the download link for your song. Only then are they redirected to your full
website where they can get lost in all your bio info and YouTube videos.



Chapter 9

Giving Fantastic
Follow-up

Once the show is over it’s time to kick your marketing plan into high
gear. You have the opportunity to wow your hosts and their guests. It’s
time to ensure they’re all fans for life!



The Party’s Over

The house concert is over, but your work definitely is not. It’s time to work all the contacts you
made at the show and follow up with your host. You want to leave a great impression!
The very next day email everyone who attended the show. Tell them how much fun you had, recall
a story from the night before and thank them all for coming out to hang with you. Send them links to
your website and share how they can buy your music.
It’s also a great idea to remind them to share photos from the house concert on their Facebook
Page. Let them know to tag you in the photos so you can see and comment on them. Don’t
overcrowd this email with graphics and tons of links. It’s just a simple email to a new friend
thanking them for a good time.
At the same time send an email to your host. Again, tell them what fun you had and how
appreciative you are of their hospitality. Go ahead and stroke their ego a little bit by telling them
how they’ve helped you and what a success you consider their show.

Testify
In the follow-up email to your host ask for a testimonial. You might not have a review in Rolling
Stone yet, but any positive review you can put in your future marketing and press kit will help you
land the next show. And quotes always look good on your website.
Ask the host to write you a short letter about their experience hosting a house concert. Guide them
to write about how easy it was to work with you and how much fun their guests had. Make it easy
for them by giving them the topics to write about.

Fan the Flames
The feedback your host gets during the days following their house concert will most likely decide
whether they invite you back to do it again. Remember, they did this to look good to their friends. If
the feedback they get immediately following your show is positive then they’re anxious to host
another show.
You can nurture the positive feedback by keeping the conversation alive on Facebook, Twitter and
other social media sites. Post pictures of their show on your sites. Be sure to give them credit.
Thank them publicly. All of these interactions help cement the relationship you’ve built with them.
Not only will you earn their love, but you’ll also create some curiosity and jealousy among your
other fans. Others will wonder how they can experience the connection you seem to have with your



house concert host. Next time you announce the opportunity to host a house concert, they won’t be
so reluctant to jump in.



Conclusion
Putting It All Together
It might sound like house concerts are a lot of work. In fact, they are! The first time…
Get a few under your belt and use the systems in this guide to help develop a plan. Once you do
you’ll experience what most independent artists already know. House concerts are a blast! You’ll
never be more connected to an audience and you’ll make some good money in the process.
Just like anything new, marketing, selling and performing house concerts takes some practice.
Don’t be afraid to experiment with your own variations of the ideas presented in House Concerts:
build a fan base one living room at a time. When you find something new that works for you, let
us know! We love to share in your success.

Contact Us
We are constantly working to make our books and products better. Drop us a note and let us know
your biggest, burning question after reading House Concerts: build a fan base one living room at
a time. Better yet, tell us about your first house concert experience! Email us at
houseconcerts@onlyskyartist.com

Thank Yous
Neil & Jennine would like to thank -
 

Anthony Snape for showing us the beauty of house concerts.
Charlene & Alan for being our reluctant editors.
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